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IHSE supports hospital in Bangladesh with converter
Oberteuringen, November 7, 2013 – IHSE GmbH, the worldwide leading developer and
manufacturer of advanced KVM products for the switching, extension and conversion
of computer signals, supports the “Gisela Hospital Project” in Bangladesh, by
donating an urgently needed multi-signal converter.
Gisela Hospital provides basic healthcare for destitute and underprivileged
people in a developing region in
Bangladesh. Built by a local NGO
with the support of a fund-raising
project organized by German doctors,
the hospital is now under local
control. All medical equipment has
been procured through financial and
product donations. To reuse a legacy
ophthalmologic
diagnostic
sonographic scanner in conjunction with a
modern, space and weight-reduced
flatscreen monitor, the hospital
needed a solution for lossless
conversion of high-resolution analog
video signals to digital signals. IHSE’s distributor BellEquip Germany together with Gisela
Hospital’s Association developed a solution in cooperation with IHSE to meet the complex
requirements.
The multi-signal converter donated to Gisela Hospital by IHSE converts analog signals
including S-Video and RGB to digital DVI signals. The converter supplies high investment
security, extending the lifetime of legacy machines by enabling continuous use in conjunction
with up-to-date monitors, which is also ecologically beneficial. Markus Drautz, Sales Director
of IHSE said: “It was clear from the start that we wanted to support the project. If our
converter enables an old medical instrument to be reused for charity purposes and perhaps
even save lives, this really makes us proud.”
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About IHSE
IHSE is a leading developer and manufacturer of advanced KVM devices in global demand.
KVM stands for Keyboard, Video, Mouse. KVM technology allows the switching, extension
and conversion of these three primary computer signals and many else, e.g. DVI, HDMI,
digital audio or USB. At their headquarters near Lake Constance, Germany, IHSE develops
and manufactures switches for operating and switching between computers and consoles, as
well as extenders for visually lossless signal transmission, with 30 years of experience.
IHSE products have been certificated for outstanding manufacturing quality, operability,
resilience and enormous transfer speeds. Many renowned institutions across vertical sectors,
including Broadcast, Post Production, Banking, Healthcare, Maritime, Air Traffic Control and
Government rely on KVM solutions made by IHSE, Germany. For further information please
refer to www.ihse.com.
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